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As the costs of fuel and maintenance increase and regulations on weight and environmental
impact tighten, there is an increasing push to transition on-board aircraft networks to wireless,
reducing weight, fuel, maintenance time, and pollution. We outline a candidate short-range
wireless network for aircraft on-board communications using the common ZigBee protocol
and privacy-preserving search implemented as a secure publish/subscribe system using specially coded meta-data. Formally specifying safety and security properties and modeling the
network in nuXmv enables verification and fault analysis via model checking and lays the
groundwork for future certification avenues. We report on experiments formally analyzing our
candidate wireless network, showing overhead and availability for encrypted and fault-tolerant
communications. We propose a formal model that allows system designers to estimate communication failure rates, and directly trade off fault-tolerance for bandwidth, while preserving
communication security.

I. Introduction
Increasing system complexity and limitations of wired networks in avionics systems are driving innovations in
wireless technology integration. This migration of wired networks to wireless is motivated by several advantages:
wireless networks weigh less than wired networks, scale better than comparable wired networks, and are easier to
install and maintain since they are essentially plug-and-play and don’t require inspection of lengthy stretches of cable.
Although the cost of equipment for wireless networks are higher by comparison, these costs are typically outweighed by
the benefits of ease-of-use, scalability, lower weight, and lower setup-cost than a comparable wired network. However,
there are some draw-backs to migrating from wired to wireless networks. For example, wireless networks are more
vulnerable to cyber-security attacks, providing a larger attack surface. Additionally, the added complexity in protocol
and organization of wireless networks increases their susceptibility to faults. We report findings from our recent work
designing next-generation aerospace standards for efficient, reconfigurable, aerospace system networks. We examine the
problem of selecting a wireless-enabled on-board network configuration along two dimensions: verification and formal
fault analysis of a prototype wireless network using an off-the-shelf protocol, and investigation of overhead and network
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availability for encrypted, fault-tolerant protocols for such networks.
A modern Boeing 787 has ∼500km of wires; together with their harnesses they weigh nearly 7,400 kg, which is
about 3% of the total weight of the aircraft [1]. An Airbus A380 also has ∼100,000 wires totaling 470 km and weighing
5,700 kg; another ∼1/3 of that weight is required for harnesses to hold these wires. Aerospace America describes this
problem as the “War on Wiring,” and estimates that up to 1,800kg of wiring could be removed from such aircraft,
starting with non-avionics networks like passenger entertainment systems, system health management data networks,
sensor networks, and networks carrying commands for flight-control [1]. Identifying wired components on the aircraft
that can be migrated to wireless protocols while maintaining the robustness standards needed for flight certification
remains an open question.
Migration of wired networks to wireless networks requires a thorough study of the wired system, choosing an
appropriate wireless communication protocol, assessing faults and security concerns associated with the wireless
communications carried on that network, and analysis of the quantitative benefits of using a secured or unsecured
wireless network. Each of these tasks are interdependent and require substantial understanding regarding expectations
from the introduced wireless network with the primary requirement being that the new, wireless network needs to be at
least as safe, and secure, as the existing wired network. Our formal analysis framework enables analysis of wireless
network models in terms of fault tolerance and fault propagation. A preliminary version of the framework appeared in
[2]. This extended version improves the framework along several dimensions as detailed below.
Contributions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that addresses the problem of communication
technology migration in terms of formal system safety and fault tolerance. The formal methodology we present aids
system designers in the comparison of different communication networks and the exploration of viable fault-tolerant
mechanisms. The presented methodology builds upon existing model checking and safety assessment tools, and is
plug-and-play, making it fully compatible with commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components. As a proof of concept,
we formally model the ZigBee protocol and demonstrate analysis of a wireless network using ZigBee for its wireless
protocol. Moreover, we propose additions to the ZigBee protocol that enhance the reliability and trustworthiness of
wireless communication, while ensuring real-time deadlines are met. The new format adheres to existing ZigBee
standards, and can be used with commercial equipment. These modifications give the wireless system the ability to alter
fault-tolerance and throughput capabilities in response to changing conditions on the aircraft.
Structure. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We highlight related work on formal fault analysis and fault
tolerance in Section II. Section III details background information about model-checking, linear temporal logic (LTL),
contract-based design, formal fault analysis, fault tolerance, and the ZigBee protocol. Sections IV and V form the main
contribution of our paper: enhancements to the ZigBee protocol to improve fault tolerance, and formal modeling and
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analysis of a prototypical ZigBee network. The experiments in Section VI validate the utility of our formal framework,
and Section VII concludes by highlighting future work and possible extensions.

II. Related Work
Previous work on fault-tolerant mechanisms for ZigBee wireless sensor networks focuses on using existing wireless
mechanisms such as Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA-CA) [3], chained ZigBee repeaters,
and the creation of multiple parallel transmission streams of the same data. These and similar mechanisms provide the
basic tools for establishing safe ZigBee network topologies with the current state of the art. In the case of hardware
failure, redundant networks of ZigBee transmitters have demonstrated fault-tolerance using fault detection and recovery
mechanisms through disconnection and network re-join with altered node roles [4]. While these approaches have
lead to more reliable systems, they do not account for the challenges of network migration. Wireless avionics, and
human interfaces for spacecraft [5] are pushing towards migration of wired networks to wireless. In the absence of
fault-tolerance mechanisms, experimental performance evaluation has been employed to assess network reliability
[6, 7] to understand the likelihood of failure when it cannot be prevented. However, such experimentation is limited in
terms of scenarios explored and environmental conditions, and does not scale. Our network formal model focuses on
inter-component communication rather than protocol behavior. It allows the comparison of different networks in
terms of safety, and is fully automatic and scalable.
Algorithms and techniques for searchable encryption [8–10] have been studied extensively in the context of
cryptography, but have focused mostly on traditional cryptographic applications. The primary focus has been efficiency
improvement and security formalization. The methods underlying searchable encryption [8] proved impractical and
eroded security due to the necessity of generating every possible key that the search expression can match. To reduce
the search cost, Bloom filters are used to create per-file searchable indexes [9] on the source data. However these studies
required exact keyword search. In theory, the use of flexible search over regular expressions is allowed [11] but again the
results prove impractical. Other recent studies have focused on cloud applications of data storage, such as the problem
of similarity search [12] over the outsourced encrypted Cloud data and work that provides approximate search capability
[13] for encrypted Cloud data.
Other studies in the literature make use of encryption techniques that ensure that user privacy is not compromised by
a data center [14]. The challenge changes in these cases: the problem of how an encrypted database can be queried
without explicitly decrypting the records. At a high level, a searchable encryption scheme [15] provides a way to
encrypt a search index such that its contents are hidden except to a party that is given appropriate tokens. Public Key
Encryption with keyword search [16] indexes encrypted documents using keywords. Public-key systems that support
equality (q = a), comparison queries (q > a) as well as more general queries such as subset queries (q ∈ S) provide
massive improvement for search-ability. A symmetric cryptography setting for searchable encryption architectures [8]
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for equality tests advanced the state-of-the-art.

III. Background
A. Model Checking
Model checking has been successfully used in the aviation industry to verify that avionics systems uphold their safety
requirements [17–31]. We choose model checking as a verification method for our study due to the unique properties
provided by this verification technique over using simulation or testing. These include the following:
• Model checking is an exhaustive analysis of the entire behavior space of the system, for all possible inputs; it is
not probabilistic.
• Model checking can analyze partial or incomplete designs, i.e., by exhaustively exploring all possible paths for the
unspecified design elements. It can analyze both a logical system (such as code or a hardware logic design) and
models of such a design as long as they are modeled in a formal semantics. This flexibility is required for our
wireless network analysis, as we need to analyze a model of the partial design. (If safety requirements are violated
by an exhaustive check of all possible extensions of a partial design, adding more detail or implementation will
not save the system.)
• The exhaustive nature of model checking means that we can prove the absence of bad behaviors in addition to the
presence of good behaviors; these two sides of the proof are required to construct an appropriate safety case for
eventual flight certification, e.g., as required by DO-178B [32], DO-178C [33], DO-333 [34], and DO-254 [35].
• Model checking finds the existence of any “bad” system execution, not how often that path is explored; in other
words, for this type of analysis all bad paths are of equal weight. This is important for our early-design-time
analysis because we want to be able to efficiently find violations of our safety requirements, however rare, so
that we can proceed with a more complete knowledge of what could go wrong than we can obtain, e,g., from
rare-event simulation.
Tools based on model-checking technology [36, 37] have enjoyed a substantial and growing use over the last few
years, and have recently been used to comparatively analyze multiple possible avionics system designs to narrow the
design space early in the system design process [20, 21, 38]. Given a system or system model M in some formal
semantics, and a requirement ϕ in some mathematical logic, model checking is the task of exhaustively and automatically
checking whether the model satisfies the requirement, designated M |= ϕ. In the case that the system does not satisfy
the requirement, the model checker returns a counterexample, which is a system execution trace exemplifying the
requirement violation. The complete work flow is shown in Fig. 1.
We use the symbolic model-checking tool: New e(X)tensible Model Verifier (nuXmv) [39] for our experiments
because it is well-documented [40–42], freely available , and frequently used in industry [26, 31, 38, 43–52]. However,
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Fig. 1 Model checking involves entering the system information (as a model) and requirements into a model-checking
tool. If there is disagreement between the model’s operation and its requirements, the model checker returns a
counterexample trace. Otherwise, the system satisfies the specification.

there are several tools available with similar capabilities including Cadence’s Symbolic Model Verifier (CadenceSMV)
[53] (which has nearly identical syntax), Software Analysis Laboratory-Symbolic Model Checker (SAL-SMC) [54],
Berkeley’s ABC [55], and others []. nuXmv’s expressible symbolic model verification (SMV) modeling language and
the ease of integrating an add-on for contract-based design (Section III.C) sets it apart for our network design analysis.

B. Linear Temporal Logic
Aerospace operational concepts are most frequently specified in terms of requirements over timelines [56–59],
e.g., which represent possible scenarios. In our analysis, we choose a specification logic that naturally and intuitively
encodes timelines: Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). LTL combines Boolean logic over system variables with how events
unfold over time in different system scenarios. It is lightweight enough that model checkers can efficiently analyze
requirements specified in LTL [38, 52, 60], yet we found it to be expressive enough to specify the pertinent requirements
of our on-board network designs.
LTL reasons about time as a discrete series of timesteps, corresponding to the discrete nature of sensor readings,
software variables, and packets sent over wireless networks. A trace through time can satisfy requirements over system
variables as their values change at discrete timepoints. For the example Boolean variables p and q, LTL can specify that
p must hold in the next time step after the current one (Xp); p must always hold, i.e., remain invariant (p); p must be
true eventually (^p); p must hold until such a time when q holds, where q is guaranteed to hold eventually (pUq); that
an occurrence of p releases q from having to hold (pRq); or any (possibly nested) combination of these. See Table 1 for
an illustration.
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas reason about linear timelines; LTL requirements are formulas comprised
of the following parts:
• finite set of atomic propositions {p, q}
• Boolean connectives: ¬, ∧, ∨, and →
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• temporal connectives: X, , ^, U, and R (see Table 1)
Table 1

Linear temporal logic connectives and satisfying traces

Xp

next time

p

always

^p

eventually

pUq

until

pRq

release

For a thorough survey on Linear Temporal Logic Symbolic Model Checking, with examples in nuXmv’s SMV modeling
language, we refer the reader to [61].

C. Contract-based Design
A contract is a clear and concise description of the expected behavior of a system. Contract-based design is an
emerging paradigm for the design of complex, multi-component systems [42, 62–70]. We associate each component in
the system with a contract. A contract is an LTL formula of the form Always(assumption → guarantee). Contracts
implement assume-guarantee reasoning. In a contract, assumptions are the expectations the component has from the
environment in which it operates, and guarantees are behavioral promises fulfilled by the component provided the
environmental assumptions are met. Contract-based design allows for compositional modeling by breaking down a
large system into smaller components. It facilitates efficient re-use of a component between several systems provided
the contract holds in the changed environment, and simplifies cross-validation of different models or sub-models.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 (a) Component hierarchy in a Error Detection and Recover (EDR) system composed from components Detect
D and Recover R. (b) Inputs and outputs for individual components.
Fig. 2a shows a simple network Error Detection and Recovery (EDR) system modeled compositionally. The system
takes as input data bits, and a parity bit that is equal to the Exclusive-OR (XOR) of the data bits. The EDR system
detects 1-bit errors (at most one data bit corrupted, parity bit intact), and uses the parity bit to recompute the faulty bit.
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The system outputs the corrected data bits and the parity bit. The EDR system is composed of two subcomponents:
Detect (D) and Recover (R). The former finds and outputs the bit number that is corrupted, whereas, the latter uses
the parity bit to recover the corrupted bit and output the corrected data bits. Every (sub)component has an associated
contract as follows:
1) Error Detection, CD - guarantees that a bit error is detected under the assumption that only one bit is corrupted
in the input data.
2) Error Recovery, CR - guarantees that the corrupted data bit is recovered under the assumption that only one bit
is corrupted in the input data.
3) Error Detection and Recovery, CDR - guarantees the input XOR parity equals the parity of the recovered bits
under the assumption that only one bit is corrupted in the input data.
The system-level contract, CDR , holds if and only if it is correctly refined by the contracts CD and CR of its
subcomponents. A refinement is correct when the system-level contract’s guarantee can be met by the guarantees
of the subcomponents’ contracts, and the guarantee of each (sub)component contract holds individually under the
stated assumptions. A contract-based refinement analysis tool takes as input component descriptions and contracts,
and automatically checks refinement. We use the Othello Contract Refinement and Analysis (OCRA) [63] tool for
specifying contracts on the individual components of our wireless network, and checking refinement. Contract-based
design provides extensibility because a library of components can be maintained and used in several designs; existing
system subcomponents can be swapped with library components provided the contract refinement still holds.
Contract-based Design with OCRA. OCRA’s main functionality is the verification of contract refinements, i.e., to
check if a component satisfies its contract provided its subcomponents satisfy their respective contracts. OCRA takes as
input a textual description of the component interfaces and their decomposition into subcomponents, each components’
contracts, and their refinements with the contracts of the subcomponents. As an example, consider the Error Detection
and Recovery (EDR) system of Fig. 2a that operates on an input data stream of two bits, and a parity bit. The OCRA
specification of the system appears in Fig. 3. EDR is composed of two subcomponents: Detect D, and Recover R.
• EDR takes as input the corrupted data stream (input) and the XOR parity of the uncorrupted data stream
(parity), and outputs the recovered uncorrupted data stream (output).
• D takes as input the corrupted data stream (input) and XOR parity (parity), and outputs the index of the
corrupted bit in the data stream (error_bit).
• R takes as input the corrupted data stream (input), the XOR parity (parity) and the index of the corrupted bit
(error_bit), and outputs the recovered uncorrupted data stream (output).
OCRA is successfully able to verify that the main contract error_recovery of EDR (Fig. 3c) is refined by the
contracts bit_0_error, bit_1_error, bit_0_recover and bit_1_recover of the Detect D (Fig. 3a) and Recover
R (Fig. 3b). For a thorough description of OCRA’s input language and algorithms, we refer the reader to [71].
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COMPONENT Detect
INTERFACE
INPUT PORT input: array 0 .. 1 of boolean;
INPUT PORT parity: boolean;
OUTPUT PORT error_bit: 0 .. 1;
CONTRACT bit_0_error
assume: input[0] != parity xor input[1];
guarantee: error_bit = 0;

COMPONENT EDR system
INTERFACE
INPUT PORT input: array 0 .. 1 of boolean;
INPUT PORT parity: boolean;
OUTPUT PORT output: array 0 .. 1 of boolean;
CONTRACT error_recovery
assume: parity != input[0] xor input[1];
guarantee: parity = output[0] xor output[1];

CONTRACT bit_1_error
assume: input[1] != parity xor input[0];
guarantee: error_bit = 1;

REFINEMENT
SUB D: Detect;
SUB R: Recover;
CONNECTION D.input := input;
CONNECTION D.parity := parity;
CONNECTION R.input := input;
CONNECTION R.parity := parity;
CONNECTION R.error_bit := D.error_bit;
CONNECTION output := R.output;

(a) Error Detection
COMPONENT Recover
INTERFACE
INPUT PORT input: array 0 .. 1 of boolean;
INPUT PORT parity: boolean;
INPUT PORT error_bit: 0 .. 1;
OUTPUT PORT output: array 0 .. 1 of boolean;

CONTRACT error_recovery REFINEDBY
D.bit_0_error,
D.bit_1_error,
R.bit_0_recover,
R.bit_1_recover;

CONTRACT bit_0_recover
assume: error_bit = 0;
guarantee: output[0] = parity xor input[1]
and output[1] = input[1];
CONTRACT bit_1_recover
assume: error_bit = 1;
guarantee: output[1] = parity xor input[0]
and output[0] = input[0];

(c) Error Detection and Recovery

(b) Error Recovery

Fig. 3 OCRA specification for a network Error Detection and Recovery (EDR) component made up of two
subcomponents: Detect (D) and Recover (R). The contract error_recovery of the EDR component is refined
by the contracts bit_0_error, bit_1_error, bit_0_recover and bit_1_recover of the Detect and Recover
subcomponents.

It is important to note that when specifying the decomposition of EDR, we do not specify the actual behavior
of Detect D and Recover R; we only specify the contracts and the component interface for performing refinement.
It is up to the system designer to make sure that the implementations of D and R satisfy the components’ contracts.
OCRA allows behavioral specification of the leaf components (components that are not decomposed further in to
subcomponents) as an SMV-language model (ocra_print_system_implementation), and allows checking if the
components’ contracts are satisfied by the model via model checking (ocra_check_implementation) with nuXmv.
Non-leaf components do not have a corresponding SMV-language model, and their contracts are verified by composing
the SMV models of their subcomponents. OCRA can automatically generate the SMV model for the complete system
by recursive composition of the SMV models of subcomponents.

D. Fault Tree Analysis
Fault-tree Analysis (FTA) is a top-down deductive failure analysis technique that uses Boolean logic to combine
a series of undesired lower-level events and their combinations that lead to overall system failure. We use fault tree
analysis to compare the robustness of different network models.
The results of fault analysis can be reported in several ways: as fault trees, in tables, or in failure propagation graphs.
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Failure
Probability

Logic
Gate

Probability Equation

P(E1 )

OR

P(1) + P(2)

P(E2 )

AND

P(3) × P(4) × P(5)

P(E3 )

OR

P(6) + P(E4 )

P(E4 )

AND

P(7) × P(8)

P(TLE)

OR

P(E1 ) + P(E2 ) + P(E3 )

(b) Probability of failure
(a) Combination of faults

Fig. 4 A sample fault-tree that uses Boolean logic to combine low level faults (in circles) that lead to an undesired
state of a system, i.e. top-level event.

Fig. 4a shows a fault tree in which a boolean combination of lower-level events leads to an undesired state (top level
event) of a system, i.e., a fault. The route through a tree between a fault and an initiating event is called a Cut Set and the
shortest credible way through the tree from the fault to an initiating event is a Minimal Cut Set. The number of faults in
a cut set represent it’s cardinality. For example, in Fig. 4a the cut sets {1}, {7, 8}, and {3,4,5} are of cardinality 1, 2 and
3, respectively. Fault tree analysis helps in identifying cut sets of low cardinality, e.g., so that we can look for ways to
remove them by adding fault tolerance to the system. We can compute the probability of occurrence of a top-level event
by assigning probabilities to lower-level events (if they are known), or by characterizing the top-level event by a Boolean
combination of its child events. For example, the probability of occurrence of event E1 is the sum of probabilities of
events 1 and 2 (Fig. 4b). We use the Extensible Safety Analysis Platform (xSAP) [72] tool that builds on nuXmv to
perform fault-tree analysis of our wireless network and compute failure probabilities.
Fault Tree Analysis with xSAP. We refer to nuXmv models without faults as nominal models, and models with faults
are called extended models. xSAP allows automatic and manual inclusion of faults to the nominal SMV-language
models. We manually annotate our SMV models with three types of faults: Permanent, Transient, and Bounded.
Permanent faults persist during the entire run of the system. Transient faults are erratic and may or may not occur during
a system run. Bounded faults, as the name suggests, are time-bounded and resolve automatically after a finite number of
time steps during a system run. For the Error Detection and Recovery (EDR) system of Fig. 3, a possible permanent
fault occurs when the output bits of Recover R are always stuck at 0. We specify such faults by adding them to the SMV
model of the component, and an external XML file (Fig. 5) specifies the failure probability and nominal value of each
fault. For a thorough description of xSAP’s input language and algorithms, see [73].
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<compass>
<fmlist>
<fm name="EDR.R.Bits_Stuck_At_Off" nominal_value="FALSE" probability="0.01"></fm>
<fm name="EDR.D.Error_Stuck_At_One" nominal_value="FALSE" probability="0.02"></fm>
<fm ... ></fm>
</fmlist>
</compass>

Fig. 5 Manual inclusion of faults to SMV model. The fault ‘name’ is included as a variable in the SMV model. The
faulty behavior of the model is guarded by the fault variable.

E. Fault-Tolerance in Data Systems
Reliability mechanisms for data and transmission have been extensively studied in the literature. We leverage
techniques from experimental and theoretical results on storage systems [74–76], general system workloads [77–79],
application-specific I/O patterns [80], and performance modeling [81]. Addressing reliability for data necessarily
involves the inclusion of redundant information, either in the form of duplication of the data to be stored or transmitted,
or by generating information that can be used to rebuild lost or damaged data in the case of a fault. System designers
typically address reliability concerns in large-scale storage systems through the generation of syndromes that can be
used to detect faults, prevent those faults from manifesting as failures, and repair those failures when new resources are
available. The most basic type of syndrome that can be allocated is that of XOR parity [82]. Given a set of data to be
stored or transmitted, we split this data into abstract sub-units of fixed or dynamic size called “blocks.” We can treat each
of these blocks as a vector of bytes and generate a syndrome by performing some calculation on each byte in the vector.
In order to tolerate the loss of a single block in some set of n blocks B0 . . . Bn−1 we must first compute a syndrome P
that allows for the recovery of any lost block within the set. One of the simplest methods for doing so is XOR parity:

P = B0 ⊕ B1 ⊕ B2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Bn−1
This new block P can then be stored and transmitted with the set, provided each block of the message is transmitted
in such a way as to guarantee independence with respect to faults resulting in data loss. The loss of any one block,
including the one containing P will not result in the loss of data. If some block B j fails to transmit, or is corrupted,
operations can still be performed on the set as normal by recomputing the value of the lost block. Given a loss of a
block not containing P, we rebuild some lost block B j as
B j = B0 ⊕ B1 ⊕ B2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ B j−1 ⊕ B j+1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Bn−1 ⊕ P
(where 2 < j < n − 1 for this example, but without loss of generality for other cases). If P is lost, the data can be used
normally, and P can be recomputed as before.
Tolerating the loss of any two blocks requires calculating two independent syndromes; we refer to these as P and Q,
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which we calculate using P. We utilize the algebra of a Galois field GF(28 ) [83] for the computation of Q to ensure the
orthogonality of its construction. We utilize elements g (generators of the Galois field) such that g n doesn’t repeat
until it has exhausted all elements of the field except {00}, where any numeral in {} is a hexadecimally represented
Galois field element. A full discussion of Galois field algebra is fully explored in the literature [84]. For n blocks where
n ≤ 255 we compute:

P

=

B0 ⊕ B1 ⊕ B2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Bn−1

Q

=

g 0 · B0 ⊕ g 1 · B1 ⊕ g 2 · B2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ g n−1 · Bn−1

The loss of a single block can be recovered using the normal XOR parity method described in Section III.C. We
can prevent the loss of P or Q since either can be recovered simply by recomputing using the above formulas. We can
recover from the combined loss of any single non-parity block, and the loss of Q, by first recovering the non-parity block
using XOR parity, and then recomputing Q. Recovering P, or the loss of two data blocks is somewhat more involved,
and the discussion of the method is left to the literature [83].

F. ZigBee Protocol
ZigBee is an IEEE 802.15.4 based specification protocol for small area networks. It is intended to be simpler
and less expensive compared to Bluetooth or Wifi. Its transmission distance is up to 10-100 meters, dependent on
power output and environmental characteristics. The transmitted data is secured by 128-bit symmetric encryption keys
and has a maximum theoretical data rate of 250 kbits/sec. The ZigBee network layer natively supports star and tree
networks, and generic mesh networking. Every ZigBee network must have one coordinator device, tasked with network
creation, the control of its parameters and basic maintenance. The network is self-organized. It uses a node called the
coordinator that acts as the primary ZigBee node and initiates network formation. The sensor nodes, or end-devices
collect system values and send them to the coordinator. The sensor nodes can connect directly to the coordinator or
through an intermediate collector or router. Fig. 6a shows communication between different nodes of a ZigBee network
using a mesh topology. Coordinators and routers are always-on devices, whereas, end-devices look for an available
coordinator when they power up. Fig. 6b shows an abstracted version of the ZigBee protocol stack split between the
ZigBee specification and the IEEE 802.15.4 specification.

IV. Trustworthy Messaging for Aviation Systems
Enabling communication between systems over wireless networks, especially in mission- and life-critical aviation
systems, presents two primary challenges: privacy and fault-tolerance. Unlike wired systems, wireless systems are
prone to spoofing and eavesdropping; it is critical that we are able to authenticate messages received wirelessly, and hide
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 (a) Example ZigBee network using a mesh topology showing communication between different nodes. (b)
Layered architecture of the ZigBee 802.15.4 protocol stack

the contents of messages from those without the appropriate privileges. In addition, we must ensure messages can
survive natural faults occurring within the system, and attempts by adversaries to induce faults or corrupt messages to
prevent transmission. To address these challenges and build a trustworthy wireless messaging system for next-generation
aviation systems we propose a novel, dynamic, messaging structure that combines fault-tolerance using parity, and
Galois-field-based syndromes to improve fault-tolerance; PEKS-like [11, 16] regular expression based keywords and
meta-keywords for privacy-preserving search [85, 86]; and a dynamically-sized payload as pictured in Fig. 7.
Information to be transmitted is first divided into packets as normal with the ZigBee protocol, but additional packets
are inserted to form a set of packets that we refer to as a burst. Bursts are evaluated together for fault-tolerance reasons.
Each burst of packets consists of a variable number of N payload packets followed by two packets for fault-tolerance
purposes computed using XOR- and Galois-field syndrome methods as discussed in Section III.E. The number of
payload packets per burst can be configured at runtime and controlled adaptively to trade-off effective bandwidth for
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Fig. 7 Anatomy of a file transmitted using secure, and reliable, packet bursts. Each burst consists of an adjustable
number of payload packets carrying data or meta-data, and parity packets.

fault-tolerance and vice-versa. This gives our system the ability to alter fault-tolerance and throughput capabilities in
response to changing conditions on the aircraft. When the network communication path becomes more congested, or in
response to potential denial-of-service attacks, our system can drop the fault-tolerance of individual bursts to ensure
packets can be transmitted effectively in the available bandwidth, and to ensure compliance with real-time deadlines.
When bandwidth is plentiful, fault-tolerance can be improved. Fig. 8 shows the small modification necessary to enable
burst-formation and interpretation with ZigBee Packets.
Octets

1
Frame
Control

Octets

0/1

0/2

Destination Group
Endpoint Address

1

0/1

Variable

Payload
Index

Payload
Size

Frame
Payload

0/2

0/2

0/1

1

Variable

Frame
Source
APS
Cluster
Proﬁle
Identiﬁer Identiﬁer Endpoint Counter Payload

Fig. 8 Modified format of ZigBee packet as part of a burst. Additional octets for payload ‘index’ and ‘size’ are added
to store packet information for a burst.

Members of a burst allocate the first 1 or 2 octets of their packet frame’s payload (an overhead of less than 1.5%) to
represent the payload index (i.e. the packet’s index within a burst) and in the case of the first packet in a payload, the
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size of payload. Normal data follows. Since this new format adheres to existing ZigBee standards, it can be used with
COTS equipment and requires only a software interpreter at the end points of routed messages to interpret. If packets
are lost at any point during transmission, they can be rebuilt with high probability either by the ultimate receiver, or by
intermediate nodes in the mesh network.
Each data object transmits with a further modification to add encryption using current standards for end-toend encryption, such as ECCDHE [87, 88]. Trap-door encrypted keywords included with the transmission enable
intermediaries to route and index information securely using the RESeED framework for regular-expression based
search over encrypted data [85, 86]. This allows the data to be transmitted in a semi-oblivious manner. Individual nodes
can route messages from any party along pathways without knowing their eventual destination, payload contents, or
purpose. Authorized end-users and nodes can filter based on these trap-doors, or query nodes for available data without
first decrypting the stored data. This prevents adversaries from determining the content of messages, their origination,
and their purpose.

A
C
B
D

Fig. 9 The pitot tube indicated by A wants to transmit information to the cockpit and autopilot indicated by C, but
lacks the necessary wireless range. It must relay its message through the partially trusted intermediary, B, which is
another subsystem of the aircraft.

Our proposed modifications to the ZigBee wireless standard provide additional trustworthy capabilities necessary
for the specific challenges of next-generation aircraft communication network capabilities, such as those exemplified
in Fig. 9. Given the large physical footprint of most aerospace systems, the ZigBee protocol cannot be implemented
in a universal broadcast fashion in which every device can communicate directly with every other device in the large
mesh network. Messages will instead have to be relayed, sometimes over multiple hops. It is even possible that every
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intermediary that relays a message may not have the same permissions, or trust. Individual nodes may be sourced
from different contractors, may have been patched for vulnerabilities at different dates, and may be subject to different
threats, such as backdoors or physical compromise. In Fig. 9 a pitot tube (A) on the wing of the aircraft needs to
communicate with the cockpit (C) to report observed airspeed. Because the cockpit is out of range for the transmitter
(either permanently due to distance, or temporarily due to interference) it must relay its message through an unpatched
intermediary (B) that represents another subsystem on the aircraft equipped with a ZigBee transmitter. An adversary (D)
is attempting to eavesdrop on packets from (A), or potentially to forge messages from (A) through the compromised node
(B). Because the sensor is encrypting all traffic with (C) through public/private key-pair encryption with searchability,
the adversary does not succeed in accessing or altering the messages between (A) and (C).
The proposed modifications allow for recovery from faults without decrypting the underlying message, and allow
for fault recovery either at intermediate nodes, or the eventual end-recipient of a message. Since the frame payload of
each message is encrypted, adversaries cannot determine or modify the origination of packets or their contents. We
can additionally employ Onion routing [89] as part of existing modifications of the ZigBee standard [90] to obscure
message origination and destination [91].

V. Formal Network Modeling
We present a formal fault analysis model of a basic ZigBee network. Network protocols are suitable candidates for
contract-based verification since their layered architecture makes them amenable to compositional modeling. As the
first step, we abstract the ZigBee protocol to a form suitable for model checking. The system model we use for fault
analysis contains each component of the protocol stack of Fig. 6b except the Security Services subcomponents due to
their added complexity; however, this does not change our proposed analysis procedure.
Our formal fault analysis methodology uses three tools: OCRA [63] for component-based modeling, contract-based
design, and refinement; nuXmv [42] for model checking; and xSAP [72] for safety assessment and analysis. Fig. 10
shows the formal model of the wireless communication system to model data transfer between a ZigBee end-device
node (Sensor) and ZigBee coordinator node (Cockpit) via a physical medium. The ZigBee coordinator and end-device
are comprised of sub-models representing the protocol stack of Fig. 6b. Additional components, including the Protocol
and Data Layers at the Sensor and Cockpit, model system behavior outside the control of the ZigBee device, which are
often implemented as user software. We model data flow from the sensor to the cockpit, as shown in Fig. 11, however,
other configurations are also possible using a similar modeling technique. We specify contracts for all components of
Fig. 10. The leaf components have an additional behavioral specifications in the SMV language.
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Fig. 10 Formal model layout for the ZigBee wireless communication system

Fig. 11 ZigBee wireless system as modeled in OCRA. The top-level system component is composed of three
subcomponents: Sensor Node, Physical Medium, and Cockpit Node.

A. Behavioral Specification
We only model the very high-level nominal behavior of the leaf components, i.e., the output of a leaf component
equals its input. It is important to emphasize that this level of modeling is adequate for fault analysis since we are
interested in inter-component communication failure, and not the correctness of the ZigBee protocol specification.
Fig. 12a shows the nominal behavior specification of the DataLayer leaf component in the Sensor and Cockpit;
specifications for other leaf components are similar. System behavior in the presence of faults, or extended behavior,
is modeled by output of the component not being equal to the input. We include two types of faults: permanent and
transient for which the dynamics are shown in Fig. 12b and 12c, respectively. The faults are derived from a subset of
faults associated with a ZigBee network covered in existing literature [6, 92]. Table 2 shows the faults modeled in our
extended wireless system. Fault Z1 models signal corruption due to electromagnetic interference in the communication
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MODULE TransientFault
VAR
-- current fault state
has_fault: boolean;
IVAR
-- controlledby xSAP
fault_event: boolean;
INIT
has_fault = FALSE;
TRANS
next(has_fault) <-> fault_event;

MODULE DataLayer
IVAR
input : boolean;
DEFINE
-- Output of component
output := input;
(a) Nominal Behavior
MODULE PermanentFault
VAR
-- current fault state
has_fault: boolean;
IVAR
-- controlled by xSAP
fault_event: boolean;
ASSIGN
init(has_fault) := FALSE;
next(has_fault) :=
case
(has_fault | fault_event): TRUE;
TRUE: FALSE;
esac;

(c) Transient Fault Behavior
MODULE DataLayer
IVAR
input: boolean;
VAR
-- Fault dynamics
fault_S2__dynamic: PermanentFault;
DEFINE
-- Fault event (controlled by xSAP)
fault_S2__event := fault_S2__dynamic.fault_event;
-- Fault state
fault_S2 := fault_S2__dynamic.has_fault;
-- Output of component
output:= fault_S2 ? input : !input;

(b) Permanent Fault Behavior

(d) Off-Nominal Behavior
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<compass>
<fmlist>
<fm name="Sensor.DataLayer.fault_S2__event" nominal_value="FALSE" probability="0.01"></fm>
<fm ... ></fm>
</fmlist>
</compass>
(e) xSAP specification of modeled fault

Fig. 12 SMV Behavior specification for nominal (a) and extended (d) behavior of components in the presence of
Permanent (b) and Transient (c) faults. The fault are specified in a XML file (e).

spectrum. Faults Z2, Z3, and Z4 are general faults associated with a ZigBee network and model the end-device not being
discoverable, coordinator not accepting new connections, and coordinator failing to set up the network, respectively. E1
models the failure of the error recovery mechanism, whereas S2 is a harder fault and models the failure of the sensor
itself. Fig. 12d shows the extended behavior of the DataLayer component in the presence of fault S2. The fault event
(fault_S2__event) in Fig. 12d is controlled by xSAP and specified in XML as shown in Fig. 12e. Specification for
other components and fault combinations are modeled similarly.

B. Contract Specification
We use OCRA to lay out the model of Fig. 10, and perform elementary refinement analysis; the contract of each
component in this model is simply to output whatever appears at the input. Though our models do not take advantage of
all of the capabilities of contract-based design, OCRA allows us to scalably manage the model as more components
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Table 2

Faults associated with wireless network analyzed in this work (S: sensor, R: cockpit)

Fault

Description

Z1
Z2
Z3
Z4
E1
S2

Signal interference
End-Device not discoverable
Coordinator cannot accept new connections
Coordinator fails to set up network
Error recovery mechanism fails
Sensor fails

Mode

Authority

Transient
Transient
Transient
Permanent
Transient
Permanent

Physical Medium
Network Layer (S)
Network Layer (R
Application Layer (R)
Protocol (S/R)
Data Layer (S)

are added, and new behavior is specified. After we map the OCRA specification of each leaf component to the
corresponding SMV behavior, we generate the composite SMV language specification of our model using the command
(ocra_print_system_implementation).

VI. Experimental Results
In order to assess fault tolerance, we model the occurrence of failures predicted by our fault tree constructions with
the assumption that packet failures satisfy the Markovian assumptions, i.e., the process of packet failures is stateless
and independent [93]. Under this assumption we evaluate our failures as a Poisson process [94] and solve numerically.
We are primarily interested in evaluating the probability that a burst suffers 3 or more failures, as such situations are
unrecoverable under our current error correction and fault-tolerance schema. This is primarily a function of the burst
payload size, and we expect that as the number of payload packets increase per burst, fault-tolerance will drop, but
bandwidth utilization will improve.
The probability that a burst will fail is given by

P(failburst ) = 1 −

Γ(bk + 1c, λ)
bkc!

where Γ() is the incomplete-gamma function [95], k is the maximum number of faults we can tolerate without burst
failure, and λ is the expected number of failures per burst. We work with k = 2 due to the limitations of our syndrome
mechanisms. We find λ as a function of the data-transmission rate r. This rate, r is either 20kbps or 250kbps, depending
on the band being used. We make the assumption that r is 20kbps for the results presented in this paper, but we also
computed the results for 250kbps with similar results. We represent the per-packet failure rate by µ and the configurable
number of packets per burst by b. Lastly the size of the packet is s, which we assume to be 512 bits. With these
substitutions our final expression for λ is:
λ=

µ·r b·s
·
= µb.
s
r
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(a) Sample fault tree 1

Fig. 13

(b) Sample fault tree 2

Fault tree using minimal cut sets for the extended ZigBee wireless system.

A. Formal Fault Analysis
In order to generate estimates for the per-packet failure rate µ, both for our experiment, and as a tool for system
designers to deploy for runtime estimation during operation, we design models for the nominal and extended behavior
of our ZigBee system. The top-level requirement for our nominal and extended system is “Data transmitted from the
sensor is received by the cockpit.” In LTL, one way to formally specify this requirement is:

Always(Sensor.DataLayer.input →

Eventually(Cock pit.DataLayer.out put ∧
(Cock pit.DataLayer.out put = Sensor.DataLayer.input)))

For fault tree analysis, our top-level event is the negation of our top-level requirement. For the ZigBee wireless
network, Fig. 13 shows fault trees for the extended model, and Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show the cut sets and minimal cut sets
generated by xSAP. After determining the points of failure, a failure function assigns probabilities to individual faults.
The overall failure probability needs to be equal to or less than the failure probability of the wired system. Similarly, we
can compare multiple wireless systems by generating fault trees from the same model with slight modifications, which
shows the effect of model variations on robustness of the resulting system. After computing the fault trees, we associate
probabilities with individual faults (these probabilities can be computed experimentally or can be derived from device
data-sheets) to measure the failure probability of the top level event, i.e., the per-packet failure rate µ. We may also
choose to add fault-tolerance to the physical network to reduce the per-packet failure rate; we leave that extension to
future work. The value of µ measures the performance of our modified ZigBee protocol in the empirical analysis.
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CutSets

= ({Z4, S2, Z1, R.E1, Z2}, {Z4, Z1, R.E1, Z2},
{S2, Z1, R.E1, Z2}, Z4, S2, {Z1, R.E1}, {Z2, Z4} . . .)

MinCutSet

Fig. 14

= (Z4, S2, {Z1, R.E1}, {Z2, Z4})
Cut Sets and Minimal Cut Sets for fault tree in Fig. 13a.

CutSets

=

({R.E1, Z4, S2, Z1, Z2, Z3}, {R.E1, Z4, S2},

MinCutSet

=

({R.E1, Z4, S2}, {Z1, Z2, Z3})

{Z1, Z2, Z3} . . .)

Fig. 15

Cut Sets and Minimal Cut Sets for fault tree in Fig. 13b.

B. Empirical Analysis
The empirical results of our analysis appear in Fig. 16 and 17 for a failure rate of µ = 0.005 and µ = 0.1, respectively.
Note that µ can be determined using formal fault analysis of Section VI.A. Using our numerical model of fault
tolerance, we plotted the expected percentage of untolerated burst failures occurring over any transmission epoch,
and the percentage of bandwidth utilized for data transmission, accounting for the 4% overhead due to parity packets
included in each burst, and the additional octets needed to encode the burst in the existing ZigBee Standard.
We evaluated our system for several different configurations in terms of payload packets per burst, and for two
different failure rates of ZigBee packets. The literature [6] suggests that failure rates can vary from negligible rates
(Fig. 16) to as high as 10% in extreme circumstances (Fig. 17). We present results where the failure rate per burst is
no higher than roughly 0.03, representing an expected loss of at most 3% of bursts during transmission to show the
impact on our tunable parameter (data packets per burst) on bandwidth utilization for data, and our ability to tolerate
packet failures. As can be seen from the plots, our system is not only robust in the presence of failures, but the tunability
allows systems to optimize performance with respect to the most important metric for a given situation, regardless of the
current failure rate experienced by packets.

C. Primary Takeaway
Our two main contributions: a framework for formal fault analysis, and additions to the ZigBee protocol to enhance
reliability and trustworthiness of communication are intertwined. The former can be used to estimate packet failure
rates of a new/existing wireless network (with or without fault tolerance mechanisms), while the latter can reduce failure
rates by trading off reliability and available bandwidth. Compared to other techniques for fault analysis, the presented
formal model is more scalable; new components or component behavior can be specified in the SMV language and
contract-refinement can be used to ensure nothing breaks. Our analysis is also exhaustive: the formal model allows for
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Untolerated Burst Failures and Bandwidth Utilization for Data
as a Function of Data Packets per Burst for a packet failure rate of 0.005
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Fig. 16 The impact of per-packet failure rate µ = 0.005 on untolerated failures, and the percentage of bandwidth
utilized for productive data transfer for per-packet failure rates.

exhaustive exploration of the behavior space of the modeled network. The modeled network can then be physically
implemented using off-the-shelf components, while employing the proposed ZigBee modifications, and tuning to
optimize performance.

VII. Conclusions and Future Work
We demonstrate a proof of concept for the development of a formal framework for fault analysis of wireless
communication networks. The formal model is plug-and-play in the sense that new wireless protocol behavior models
can be plugged in easily in to the composite system model with minor modifications.
Future extensions of the work includes quantitative assessment of failure probabilities, introducing more behavior
and fault extensions to the models, and removing some obvious faults. A thorough analysis of fault tolerant architectures
by adding extensions for redundant end-devices (sensors), coordinators (cockpit devices) and communication medium
(wires, different frequencies) will help designers in identifying optimum fault tolerance techniques. Extending the
technique to include more wireless communication protocols will help better identify wired components of the aircraft
than can be migrated to wireless. A desirable extension will be automatic introduction of fault tolerant architectures to
achieve a desired failure rate probability.
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Untolerated Burst Failures and Bandwidth Utilization for Data
as a Function of Data Packets per Burst for a packet failure rate of 0.1
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Fig. 17 The impact of per-packet failure rate µ = 0.1 on untolerated failures, and the percentage of bandwidth utilized
for productive data transfer for per-packet failure rates.

We intend to implement our proposed extension to the ZigBee framework for dynamic fault-tolerance and bandwidth
utilization to show its efficacy in practice, COTS deployability, and to demonstrate how simple automated reasoning
on-board an aircraft could be used to estimate the current packet failure rate and adaptively modify the burst configuration
to meet mission-critical goals for transmission.
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